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dollars. Control over this territory is vital to Russian President Vladimer Putin’s goal of 

reestablishing Russia as a superpower. Arctic governance and the future shape it takes will have 

monumental consequences for Russia’s Arctic, which Putin plans to open up for development. 

Unsurprisingly, Putin has already taken steps towards this by pressing Russia’s territorial claims 

all the way to the North Pole and by warming relations with China, a country with an expressed 

interest in Arctic development and the funds to back it up (Simpton, 2023). 

     Chinese interests in the Arctic are much along the same lines as Russia’s and both are 

oriented towards energy. With superpower aspirations, China needs a stable and abundant 

source of energy, and it needs to have significant control over the source of that energy. In the 

words of Rush Doshi, Alexis Dale-Huang, and Gaoqi Zhang, “China seeks to become a ‘great 

polar power.’” (Doshi et al., 2021). Through becoming an Arctic power China hopes to gain 

greater energy autonomy and wider influence on the world stage. With pressure mounting for 

change and aspirations far beyond its current observer status on the Arctic council, China hopes 

and is actively positioning itself for greater Arctic influence (Doshi et al., 2021).  

    Opposed to greater Chinese and Russian influence is the United States which perceives both 

states as actively subverting the current rules-based order in favor of selfish power-seeking 

behavior. Russia in particular, with its aggression in Ukraine, has cast a long shadow over the 

Arctic and both Russia and China are viewed with suspicion by the United States. The 

perception of opposing world views and values has made the conflict a zero-sum game for the 

US which sees its long-established global influence being challenged. The United States wishes 
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provoke retaliatory actions that could further damage U.S. and Chinese economic relations. 
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